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and HR Leaders to inform and 
develop their HR Strategy
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Linea Leader supports the 
development of strategic HR plans 
and initiatives through insights, 
HR benchmarking data, exclusive 
employment market intelligence 
and an extensive suite of best 
practice resources.

Linea Leader aims to better
inform Senior HR Leaders 
on what is influencing the 
HR and Employment Law 
landscape in Ireland to 
support them develop the 
right HR Strategies for their 
Organisation.

What is Linea Leader?



INSIGHTS

Truly understanding the HR and employment 
landscape and not just trends, is critical for HR 
impact and success.

Our expert ‘Insights’ provide Senior HR 
Practitioners and HR Leaders with invaluable 
information and analysis that inform data 
driven decision making, empowering HR 
Leaders plan strategically, giving their 
Organisation a competitive advantage.



BENCHMARKING

Having access to up to date HR and market 
benchmarking data is essential for every 
HR function.

‘Benchmarking’ allows Senior HR Practitioners 
and HR Leaders to measure, evaluate and 
benchmark their Organisation’s HR Strategies 
and key HR metrics, ensuring the effectiveness 
of their HR policies, procedures, programmes 
and practices.



HR STRATEGY
Having an effective, agile HR Strategy 
supporting the Organisational Strategy is 
not a ‘nice to have’- it’s a need to have.

‘HR Strategy’ supports Senior HR Practitioners 
and HR Leaders with the tools and resources 
to inform and develop HR Strategic Plans 
and Operational models to meet your HR, 
People and Organisational objectives.



Why use Linea Leader?

Research across key HR and 
employment areas to inform the 
business case and HR decision 
making. 

Broad range of HR Strategy tools, 
templates and resources that can 
be adapted to suit your specific 
requirements. 

Key HR metrics to support the 
development and implementation 
of a HR Dashboard. 

A detailed calendar of key dates 
and resources supporting HR, 
People and Organisational 
initiatives and events throughout
the year.
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BENCHMARKING

PULSE

Exclusive salary and benefits 
benchmarking data to benchmark 
and inform your HR policies 
and practices.

Market, HR and employment data 
to provide insight and context 
for planning. Experience

Linea Leader
for yourself
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Linea Leader supports with 
the development of strategic 
HR plans and initiatives through 
insights, HR benchmarking 
data and an extensive 
suite of best practice 
resources.
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